
 

Elton John Rocket Man Best Torrent

from the opening chords, rocket man takes on an almost gospel-
sounding feel. the song is, in a word, spectacular. the drums kick
in and the song takes off. the lyrics are simple, and the message
is clear: elton john has an identity crisis. the song is one of the
most emotional he has ever written. it details his struggles with

growing up, his disdain for his parents, and his difficulty with
relationships. its a song about searching for yourself in a

confusing world. johns band plays some instrumental scenes in
the film, but i couldnt tell you what their instrument is. there is a

percussionist, a guitarist, a bassist, and an electric violinist. i
think i would have liked to see more of them in the film, as the
set was quite distracting at times, especially in parts of the film
that i thought would have a more visual element to them, like
the fantasies and the concert scenes. i can imagine that some
people would find the band distracting, but i felt like they were
more of an asset than a hindrance. also, i found it distracting
that john wasnt playing any of the instruments himself - i felt

like they were clearly meant to represent him, and i would have
liked to see him play something. in his first big screen role, taron

egerton does a great job as elton johns elton john, but its his
performance in the fantasy sequences that really steals the

show, with some cool visual effects and some great
performances from the likes of mcqueen, kristen wiig, hiam

abbass and the london youth choir. did i mention that elton john
has a wacky dream sequence where he does a concert in the

subway? it doesnt hurt the film one bit.
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